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Autopsy of the Equal Rights Amendmen :

Failure to Meet Opposition Rhetoric

"Equality of rights under the law shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any State on'account of sex." These twenty-four words
constitute the text of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), a proposed amendment
to the Constitution that has triggered an emotional and vehement debate in the
United States. First introduced in Congress in 1923, the amendment did not
pass both houses of Congress until 1972. It currently.is before the states
for ratification, and three-fourths or thirty-eight of the states must ratify
the ERA by June 30, 1982, if it is to become law; only thirty-five states have
done so.

Supporters of the ERA often express amazement at the'strength of the
opposjtion and have difficulty understanding why.the amendment has not yet

' been ratified by the required number of states. From their perspective, the
amendment seems to be so rational that the opposition logically should not have
been able to be as effective as it has. The purpose of this paper ais to exa-
mine the opposition's discourse in an attempt to explain the success of the
opponents..

Arguments of the Opponents

The study bf the discourse of a. social movement such as the campaign
for the ERA generally begins with a review of the arguments that each side pre-
sents, since argolents are the typical means by which a group attempts to per-

.

-'suade an audience of the validity of its case. Thus, my attempt to explicate
T the opposition to the ERA will begin with a review of the opponents arguments.

Although numerous ar9uments have been offered against the ERA over the years,
r arguments Lousistently have-teen used by the opiouiLion:. (1) WomeTr--

are not discriminated against; (2) Women will be drafted Linder the ERA; (3)
Protective labor laws will be eliyinated under the ERA; (4) The ERA will des-
troy tradition regarding support, alimony, and child custody; (5) Legislation
already exists to do what the ERA will do; and (6) The ERA will require men
and women to share the same restrooms. Each of these will be explained'briefly.

A major argument often used against the ERA is that women are not dis-
criminated against and thus there is no need for thp ERA. In fact, the oppo-
nents argue, Women are,the recipients of many rights and privileges that men
do not have. Mable A. Mize, chair of Females Opposed to Equality, fu example,
argued in'this mdnner: "Of all the classes of people who ever lived, the Amer-
ican woman is.the most privileged. We have the most rights and rewards, and
fewest duties compared to the enslaved women of otlier countries that have so-
called, equal rights."1 Not'only is the ERA not needed, the opponents argue,
but it-will take away the rights that women now enjoy. Such an assertion was
made by Phyllis Schl.afly, leader of-the opponents and founder of STOP ERA:
"We women belong to a privileged group and thisill will take our special
freedom away."2

A second major argument employed-against the ERA concerns the draft- .

ing of women into military service. Opponents believe that women would be
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drafted under the ERA and are horrified at the thought because they see women
as incompatible with war and the military. Emanuel Celler, in debate in the
'House of Representatives, explained this position: "Women represent mother-
hood and creation. Wars are for destruction. Women, integrated with men in
the Carnage and slaughter of battle--on land, at sea or in the air--is unthink-
able."3 Opponents also deal with this issue by asserting that women should
not be afted beca0g they are not fit for mvilitary service. Webber Borchers,
a repre entative in\,the,Illinois state legislature, for examPle, claimed that
women ren't equippell psychologically or physically for combat. To illustrate
his poirit, he told a story:

But this German woman shot our point man with,a Luger. Then she takes off .

running across this field. Well, naturally, some of our men shot her with
a machine gun. sOf course, they didn't know she was a woman because she
was wearing dunparees. If she had been a man, though, she might have got
away. Ir really think she would have. But because of her hips, she couldn't
run the way a man could.4

Another argument against the ERA raised by the opponents is that women
will be depri-ved of protective labor laws as a result of the adoption of the
amendment. Although equality in this area could be achieved by extending the
laws.to include men, the opponents do not believe this will happen. They argue
that women are weak-and need the protection of such laws, as did Naomi McDaniel,
president of Women of Industry: "We Women of Industry know better than anyone
else that we are simply not physically equal to men, but ERA permits no dis-
tinctions."5 In addition to arguments that women need these laws because they
are weak, opponents argue that they are needed because women must perform child-
care and housekeeping duties that men do not have: "Is a man who works 60-72
hours a week confronted with the same homeand family responsibility that, say'
the mother of three children working 60-72 hours a week is? Don't tali( theory
to me, tell me the practice. Don'ttell me the man should help his wife. He
doesn't.'6

Arguments based on the mairife TariaiTiorfzir3W-tife core Of-The
opponents concern with the topic of support, alimon Y, and child custody. They
argue that the ERA will destroy the traditions of support of wives by husbands,
women as homemakers, and the awarding of custody of children to the mother
and the paymentoe alimony by men to their wives following a divorce. The
scenario envisioned-by the opponents here is a dramatic one, as Norris Cotton,
a senator from New Hampshire illustrated:

'But, even worse, it takes away the rights of small, infant children. No

t

.one in his senses could look forward to-a gen

q
ration in which small chil-

dren would be placed in foster'homes or in ins i\tutions because we have
written into the Constitution an amendment thatI =lakes.it impossible for
the'mother to receive contributions from the ithei",of her children in
order that she can be with them and they may have' the benefit of a mother's

. -
love and care.7

Opponents also argue that there is no need-for:the ERA because Consti-j'
tutional amendments,- and legislation already exist that perform the same func-
tion as will the ERA. Tpey cite the Fourteenth Amendment, ,the Civil Rights
Act, the Equal Pay Act, the Equal Credit Act, Title IX of the Education Amend-
ments, and individual states' laws to demonstrate that such legislation already
exists. As one opponent explained, "The laws are there, all we have to do is
enforce them."8

.,1
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The last major argument raised by the opponents concerns the issue of
privacy in public restrooms, often called the "potty problem.'; They reason
that because the ERA requires that there be no distinction based.on sex, there
can be no distinctions concerning restrooms. Sam Ervin, a former senator from
North Carolina, argued in this manner:

It is clear as the noonday sun in a cloudless sky that the only reason that
this Nation has separate restrqoms for men and women and boys and ,girls and
separate prisons for men and women prisoners is sex.' Consequently', being
a distinction based on sex, the equal rights amendment would abolish the
poWer of 'the Federal Government and the power of the 50 States to require
separate facilities of this nature for persons of different sexes.9

World View of the.Opponents

Many researchers in the field of communication and proponents have at-
Aempted to understand the progress on the debate on the ERA through strictly
an argumentativeperspective. They examine the arguments on both sides in an
attempt to explain the controversy. This perspective, however, seems unable
to explain the vehemence with which the debate islconducted and the emotional
response elicited by the amendment, particularly when the.arguments seem rather
silly and easily can be answered with logical responses. Pt seems to ignor'e
some factorS that are affecting the controversy and thatIperhaps are more im-
portant than the arguments themselves in explaining the outcome of the contro-
versy.

A more valuable way of looking at the discourse or persuasive appeals
of the opponents may be through an examination of how their discourse creates
a particular reality or world view forthem. -The basic assumption I am making
here is that individuals construct a social reality through the interchange of
public symbols. or communication.1.0 This created realitY often is very dif-
ferent from what might be called.actual reality, but for them, the reality they
have constructed is what is real.

If, in fact, the ERA opposition creates'its own world through it§ dis-
course, we should be able.to fi,nd in the opponents' discourse all of'theele-
ments that make up a complete world. We.would expect to find some kinds of
setting themes in their discourse--something that says where adtion i taking
place or sets the scene. We would 1expect to find in their discourse character
themes, or discourse,that describes the heroes and villains in their world.
We also probably would find discourse,that describes the characteristics of
these heroes and villains. Finally, we should be able to pick out actions or
plotlines in the discourse that tell what is being done, or the actions in
which the characters are seen to be engagi.ng, Discovery of these kinds of
themes in the opponents' discourse should give us a good idea of their world
view or the.particular reality in which they are operating. As a result, we
should be able to gain some understanding of what motivates the opponents,
since motive is clearly linked to the world view in which individuals partici-
pate.

Setting Themes

. The world created by the rhetoric of the opponents centers around the
home_ Thomas G. Abernethy,.Representative from Mississippi, provides an example

44,
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of this scene in his statement that his wife instructed htm to vote against the
ERA "because she doesn't want to lose her home."11 Schlafly also contriL

.

buted to the development of the home as a scene envisioned;by the opponents:
"The world has not devised , . .'a better place to 6rinig u0 children than the
home. No more radical piece of legislation Chieitie MT Gould have been de-
vised to force women outside of the'home."12 . 6'

,e"- it

Women Who remain in their proper sphere of the home and perform their
wifely duties well are glorified by the opponents and are placed on pedestals.
Statements that establish the pedestal as a cene in the woHd of the opponents
include "I'll be darned if I appreciate a bu ch of'. . . malcontents badgering,
legislators into trading the lofty pedestal thn which Men have held me, and
which I try to deserve, for mere equality!"13. ^ .

From the home and the pedestal settings, the opponents digress to pre-
dict a future world filled with horrors if the ERA is adopted. "HorriWe pla-
ces"'encompasses this s.etting; in contrast to the seclusion and safety of the
home and pedestal, it deals with the hardships and dangers to which women will
be subjected under the ERA. The most common horrible place/citeci is the bat-
tlefield. Sam Ervin provided an example of this scene. In Senate debate, he
described a world in which women "will be slaughtered or maimed by the bayonets,
the bombs, the bullets, the grenades, the mines, the napalm, the poison gas,
or the shells of the enemy."14

.
: In another version of this horrible places theme, women are shown in

sweatshops and factories, driven to perilous labors on unending assembly lines
and deprived of all protections. This scene develops in argumentation about

. the effect 9f the ERA on protective labor laws for women. Senator John C.
, Stennis of Mississippi, for example, set such a scene: "I have visited in
countries where I saw gangs of women laborers out there in the street
with pick and shovel, repairing the streets, with blacktop, hot, boiling, cre-
.oloteputerial, laboriag hour upon hor."15 .

Finally, Opponents envision women in the desegregated public restroom
as a result of the ERA. Bette Jean Jarboe, founder of the International Anti-
Women's Liberation League,locused on this scene: "Do you know what kind of4
horrible things the loose wordisng of that amendment could produce? It could
lead to communal bathrooms."16

For the opponents, then, the sacred ground iji their world is the home.
As a res,plt of the performance of women in the homeeaker role, they are placed
on pedestals and do not have to endure the horrors of the worn as do men. .

Profane ground for the opponents, of course, is the man's world outside of the
home, including,the battlefield and 'factories in which women work as hard and
as long as men. The opponents' reality deperids on the home; thus, they employ
tactics to oppose the ERA that can be engaged in while remaining in the home,
including writing letters and baking pies to serve as symbols for theiFcam-
paign.

Action Themes

The home and the pedestal are traditional settings for women; similarly,
the opponents' 'discourse creates a world in which actions are taken to preserve
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tradition. Opponents see themselves as attempting to maintain established and
4

traditional social custom& and institutions agiinst the onslaught of reform.
Newspaper columnist Patrick Buchanan, for example,.asserted: "Yet, if embraced
by 38 states, that innocuous-sainding amendment would trigger a Social revolu-
'tiom in this country, sweeping iiway like so, much debris state laws, local tra-
ditions, and national customs."17 ERA opponents specifically detail customs
and institutions they.are fighting to maintain: the family, m rriage, finan-
cial support of*women by men, chivalry, and xeligious.practice that designate
certain restricted roles for women.

As a result of this action theme,'opponents are Azle to expand the world
created by their discour-se. For them, the battle against the ERA is not simply
a battle against one particular amendment to the Constitution, but is instead
a crucial battle in the warto save a 'great nation that is wavering on the
verge of de5tructiOn. .The opponents' action theme contributes to this inten-
sified view of the controyersy since it shows the opponents working to defend
an old, superior tradition and trying to prevent,the disastrous consevences
that would result should this tradition be disregarded.

Character Ilhemes

. The characters who act in the world created by the opposition are con-
sistent with the opponents' view of the traditional'as good and the new or dif-
ferent as potentially evil. Opponents see supporters of the ERA who deviate
from the traditional woman's role as "libbers" who support the feminist move-
ment. They often suggest that anyone who supports the ERA is a libber, as
Schlafly- did when she urged, "Don't you boys give in to those libbers."43

Oppnents ascribe a variety of negative characteristics to libbers.
Proponents are portrayed as "straggly-haired"19 people engaged in "bra-burning
and Other freak'antics,"20 "scolding, marching,"21 and other such activities.
Some'opponents accuse advocates of being masculine and homosexual. Others be-
lieve that they-have personal problems that cause them to agitate for the ERA,
although .few of the opponents agree on the exatt nature of these problems.
Joyce Gage, an opponent from Illinois, wondered, "Why must nonfeminists suffer
because some loud-mouth females wish they werzuborn male?"22 Other opponents,
feeling that housework must be frustrating theseNomem, called thon a "bunch
of disgruntled eccentrics with a phobia about dishpan hands.."23 kgardless of
the nature of the problem ascribed to them, proponents are viewed by opOlonents
as deviates from the traditional feminine woman.

According to the opporients, supporters of the ERA are different from
the majority of women in yet ,another way: They are executive and professional
women who are insensitive to the needs of housewives or factory workers. Eman-
uel Cellar developed this theme: "Some femininsts casually say--We do not .

want protection, wa want liberation. Will you tell that to the female factory
worker and to the female farmworker and get their reply?"24

Finally, ERA opponents portra-37 supporters as proponents of un-American
ideals. This theme generally begins with the idea that ERt supporters are
against marriage, motherhood, and children--elements held by opponents to be
essential ingredients of the.American way ofiife. Schlafly, for...example, as-
serted that advocates are "antichildren, antimen and antifamily."25 She ela-
borated on the connection between the ERA and un-American ideals: "Women's

$



'libbers are promoting free sex instead of the 'slavery of marriage.'
. . They

are promoting abortions instead of families."26

A variation of1he image of ERA advocates as,un-American.is the associ-
ation of the ERA wit ommunism. Despite the fact that the Communist Party of
the United States opposes the ERA, many opponents claim that the amendment is
Communist-inspired. Literature circu,lated in the ERA campaign in California
contained such a reference, stating-that Communists "are drawing in support
from thousands of misguided women and even men who do not know that this is,
all par,:t of the Communist plan."27 Opponents believe that if the ERA suppofters
advocate the adoption of such un-American reforms as legalized abortion, les-
bianism, the drafting of women, childless marriages, and Communism, the ERA
also must be un-American.

In contrast to their views of the proponents, the opponents character-
ize themselves as "real" women--wives and mothers, feminine women who stay'at
home and love,their husbands and rear their children. Carol Joyce, an opponent
from Illinois, expressed this theme: "What's happened to the concept of 'wo-
man,' which meant strgngth, courage and love? The woman 'was the cent r of the
family, the heart of the home. .It takes all 'Ole energy and creativi one can

, muster to be teacher, mother, wife.0istress, and lover."28
..

The world of the ERA opponents includes the idea that they are depen-
dent and require protection. According to the opponents, because women have
been homemakers throughout the SieJars, they are helpless and incapable of func-
tioning outside df-the home, as two claim they would be-forced to do under the
ERA. Schlafly contributed to the development of this theme when she stated
that elderly women, in Articular, "made their career a lifetime ih the home.
Theyfdon't have their education and won't be able to take care of themselves."29
Intertwfned with the opponents' view of themselves as.homemakers who have had
little experience in the outside world, then, is the view of themselves, as
incapable of autonomy and independence outside of the home. The possible nega- "
tive effects of the incorporation of this self-denigrating theme in the oppo-
nents' world is mitigated by tbe strength of their descriptions of the propb-

.nents as abnormal and 'almost evil--feminist,-deviant,,and un-American.
..

,.As wives and mothers, who prefer to remain in the home, the opponents
see themselv'es representing the majority of women. Schlafly claims that op-
ponents represent "about 95 percent of Illinois 'voters,"30 and Happiness of, .

Womanhood claims to represent 97 perEent,of American women--"all those not re-
presented by Wbmen's Lib."31 The opponents become, as a New Orleans Times-
Picayune edi

It

oriel pointed out, a "Silent Majoritx."32

Opponents have-the advantage over the supporters in that all of their
character themes unite around the common persona of the ERA supporter as a
deviate of some.type. Proponents ar radical, militant libbers(rather than
feminine women); professiona) and .tfecutive women (rather than wives and mo-
thers); masculine, aggressive women with personal problems (rather than femi-
nine women who are content with their roles); and represent un-American values .--

such as Communism and a hatred of children (rather than freedm and 'love of
childr'en). Although men also are ERA supporters, opponents can disdiss 'their,
sdpport for the amendment by. further continuing the.characterization: They, 4 e

too, are deviates because they dq not prefer feminine, protected females as .04,

1,....their mothers, girl friends, wives, or daughters. This singular characteri1z jon .
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of ERA supporters not only can unify opponents, but also can effectively dis-
courage legislators and members of the public audience from joining the sup-
porters. For when ERA proponents 4nd those who join 'them are labeled weird
or abnormal, the focus,of the conflict shifts so that the supporters mUst de-
fend themselves as legitimate persons rather than concentrate on issues directly
relevant to the battle over the E,RA.

The world of the opponents, however, includes one major inconsistency
in the development of its characterizations. Schlafly, the leader of the op-
ponents, is not herself a-true representative of the woman tNt ERA opponents
claim women and should be. Although she dresses and acts like the oppon-
ents' "lady," is married, and has six children, her activities are not limited
to those of a homemaker. She worked her way through college as a gunner and
ballistics technician at an ammunitioh plant and graduated from Radcliffe with

- a master's degree in political science. She co-authored four books, ran un-
successfully for Congress three times, started her own newspaper, and founded
a conservative women's group called The Iagles Are Flying: She admits the in-
consistency between her actual activities and her imageand explains: "It's

e obvious that I'm fully liberated. And that-irritates some people. . . . If a
woman can work and still make her husband think he's the greatest . .-. and be .
able to keep the kids happy, then it's OK. It's fine. But I believe the most
fulfilling role for a woman is that of wife and mother:"33

Although some proponents do not find'this explanation of the inconsis-
tency totally satisfactory, opponents can incorporate Schlafly's image and ac-
tivities into their characterization of themselves by viewing her as a mantyr.
She is sacrificing herself and the fulfillment she could receive from the tra-,

ditional female role to.fight to preserve this type of womanhood for, other wso-
men: "We are busy with our homes and families, but she Kas taken her time.and
efforts and given us a voice."34

Pie opponents' major scenario or world view, then, is one in which in:
dividuals seek to defend tradition in order to maintain the life style they
now enjoy. The women,remain in the'home, dependerit on men for support; thus,
they deserve positions on pedestals. In this world, the act is.the defense of
tradition, the scene is the home anti the pedestal, and the character's are de-
pendent, real women.. The'primary motivating force appears to 'come 'from the
nature of the characters involved.' The women participating are seen as depen-
dent, helpless, weak, and centered in the home. Thus, they must act tp ensure
that they be allowed to remain in the home, leading lives that are consistent
with the traditibnal feminine nature.

Conclusions

This examinatfon of the world view or reality created by the opponents
demonstrates how ineffective argumentation is if there is no common ground be-
tween the worlds created by the proponents and opponents.35 Traditional modes
of argumentation are not likely to be effective in dissuadiu participants from
their worlds once they have been established to be in total conflict with each
other.

The winner of a debate or a campaign such as that for the ERA will be
whichever side in the debate uses arguments and themes that mosf closely toin-

law
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cide with the world views or reality of the legislators who must vote on the
issue. In this parigcular debate, the Oponents, rather than the proponents,
seem tAhave been fne most successful in meeting the vision of the legislators.
The'proponents, On the Other hand, employed arguments, strategies, and a general
style'that tendeogko violate ;the world view of the traditional male :legislators.

.

A major strategy of the-proponentS, or example, was the march or rally,
often held in state capitals. Because thejDponents believed that women should
bp in the home caring for their children a d husbands, seeing women march in
the streets was not likely to have any impact on their views because it so dra-
matically wnflicted with their notion of rality. In the area of dress and
appearance, spOkespersons for the proponents sometirmade a similar er'ror.
While lobbying for the ERA, proponents ofteh could seen wearing pants. Again;
this violated the world view of the opponents, who believe that women should
be feminine. Proponehts probably woUld haveliad greater suCoess had they lob- -.

bled +ring ruffleso Mary Jane shoeS, and make-up-to conform to,the_opponentV
image df what a woman is. Neither should proponents have lobbied wearing busi-

,ness suits, since this'type of dress enabled the opponents_ to categorize them '

as executives and abnormal women.
ye

.1Just as the -image portraYed by the proponents.often violated the world
view of 'the'-oppOnents, so, too, in many cases did the aAuments that the proL.
'ponents offered. Let's look again at the six pajor arguments agatnst the ERA.
disculid at the beginOrig of the essay to determine how the proponents could
have answered those arguments in ways that fit into the opponents' reality or,
world view.'

'-

The oppo'nenis' argument that women are not discriminated against-should
not have been met, as it often was, with a discussion of how women.face dis-
crimination in the working world. Such an argument isnot likely to be effec-
tive with people who don't believe women are ok should be working.outside of _

the home., A better means of countering that e.gument would be-to show how
homemakers are discriminated against--,in, areas such as Social Security coverage
and credit.

Proponents often coUntered,the argument that women will'be drafted-
under the EU with the assertion that women are strong and thus can serve in

) the military as well as men. Such an assertion contradicts the opponents'
world view in which women are seen as weak,and dependent. A better approach
would have been to emphasize Americanism, stressing that under our American
systeM-ST justice And freedom, everyone who erOoys, the benefits of our system
has certain reponsibilitie5. Military service might be such a responsibility.
This argument should be combined, of.course, with an emphasis on the fact that
only those who are physically able (certainly not most women!) have combat
roles in the military, and that much of the work done in the military--swab-
bing floorS, cookidg, typing, and punching a teletYpe, for example--corresponds
amazingly well to what always has been considered to be "women's work."

The Opposition argument that protective labor laws would be eliminated .

under the ERA often was met with the argument that women are as strong as men
and thu5 do not need special protection on the job. Again, this contradicts
the opponents' view of women as weak. A better argument for the proponents to
make would have been one centered around what.is best for the family: Although,
women prefer to stay in the home, caringfor their children, economic conditions

>
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sometimes require that'they work, too. How muth better for the couple and.theiT
. .

children if protective labor laws applied to.both spouses, bringing them home
to,their children earlier and insuring tharthey weren't totally exhausted

---)
.

when they arrived.
".

Proponents sometimes responded to arguments concerning support',.ali-
mony, and child custody with the assertion that women to not need alimony and
are willing to pay it to men because they,can work, are independent, And self-
sufficient. Such a statement, of course, violates the tenet of the opponents'
teAlity that-se women are homemakers and _thus are weak and dependent:, thus,
it is liiely to little effect. A better approach might have been to ee-L
phasize the prop ts' concern for what is best for the children. The ERA,
this argument mig t say, insures that the child gets the best possible treat-

\ ment in the case of a diyorce since support; alimony, and child custody de-
cisions would be made according to who best is able to care for the child.
Usually, of course, this would be the mother, but An some cases, the child
might very, well receive better care underlthe custody of the-father.

.

The opponents' argument that legislation,already exists'to do what the
ERA would do generally is met adequately by theproponents. Simply pointing '

out the numerous cases in,which other amendments citecr.Were not'applted by
the courts to eliminate nx discrimination, that-these laws are piecemeal and*
not compreh'ensive, and that they can.be repealed by Congress at any time should
be adequate respons.es.

Finally, we come to the opponents' argument.that the ERA would require
men and women to sbare the same restrooms. 'One response to this by proponents
has been that equality in,this area is all right, and no harm is done by having
men and women share,restrooms. When one 'remembers that the integrated public
restroom is one of-the "horrible placq" setting themes for the opponents, the
ineffectiveness of this reply becomes evident immediately. Proponents would
ave done better to emphasize thtt the,ERA does not-say that there are no dif-
ferences bdtween the sexes--only that an individual cannot be penalized'for
being of one sex or another. This means, then, that equality in this area is
achieved simply by insuring that where there iS a l'estroom for one sex in a
building, there also mpst be one for members of the other sex in that building.

The creation of two conflicting rhetorical worlds b'y the proponents
and Oponents of the ERA leaves little or no common ground on which argumen-
tation can occur or through which an understanding of the opposing.viewpoint
can be reached. Each side's rhetoric is not only a 'threat to the óther's way
of making sense of the world, but also is a reason to 'defend.strongly Zheir
particular world. Once the two sides in a controversy have developed wOrlds
that are in total conflict--with different notions of the settings,,character's,
and acts in these worlds--the traditional modes of argumentation and persualsion
ate not lfkely to be effective in dissuading participants from their worlds.
Oply strategies nd arguments that take into account and fulfill the expecta-
tions created.by the world view of thct opposing side will have an impact ori

that opposition., ,
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